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The asymptotic conjugation relation 
lim I &/I) M(e”“)y- M( g(Vp)) M(e”‘)f I = 0 (*I 
I ‘f I. 
is established for all SE L*(IFi”) under mild assumptions on p and g. where 
M(h)J= f ‘(hf) denotes Fourier multiplication. The asymptotic estimate 
lim 
II 
--*z!L x, i;u 
II I ‘f -I IX c?I ?x, I 
=o 
for finite energy solutions u of the wave equation is deduced from (“), along with 
generalizations to a class of first-order symmetric hyperbolic systems of partial 
differential equations that are homogeneous and constant coefftcient, and a 
weakened version for the Klein-Gordon equation. Also deduced from (*) is the fact 
that for a free Schradinger particle the probability of being in the set fA at time I 
tends to the probability that the velocity is in A as f + -t co. 
The wide wings flap but once to lift him up. A single ripple starts from 
where he stood. 
-from “The Heron” by Theodore Roethke 1 I3 ] 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with properties of functions u(x, r) = 
F- ‘(e”Q(1)3(Q), where p: IF?” + R’ and fE L*(V), and f(l) = sS(x) eiX’I dx 
is the Fourier transform in R”. We shall refer to such functions as “waves,” 
and this terminology is justified by the fact that different choices of the phase 
function p correspond to solutions of various wave equations of 
mathematical physics. The choice p(r) = fc l<l gives solutions of the 
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d’Alembertian wave equation a*~/&* = c2AXu, the choice p(r) = *dq 
gives solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation a*u/at* = A,u - m2u, while the 
choice p(r) = c ItI* gives solutions to the free Schriidinger equation au/at = 
-icA, u. 
By “asymptotic behavior” we refer to the limiting behavior a t + *co, and 
in this paper we shall restrict our attention to L* limits, because these are the 
most physically interesting quantities and because it is unlikely that any of 
our results are valid pointwise or for Lp norms. Thus if u(x, t) and u(x, 1) are 
two functions on space-time R”+‘, not necessarily waves, we will write u - L’ 
as f + *co to mean lim,.,, &. 1 u(x, 1) - u(x, t)l’ &)“* = 0. Many results in 
scattering theory assert that solutions to more complicated equations than 
those mentioned above are asymptotically equal to these simpler waves, so 
the asymptotic behavior of waves discussed in this paper gives the same 
information about solutions of all equations that scatter in this sense. 
Our main result is the asymptotic relation 
g(W f4.G 1) - w dVP)) 4x, I) (*) 
as t -+ *co where we denote by M(h) the operation of Fourier multiplication 
by h, M(h)f= .F7- ‘(h .f). The asymptotic conjugation relation (*) will be 
established in Section 2 under very mild assumptions on p and g. It is an 
elementary result in Fourier analysis, related to the familiar conjugation 
relation eix”f(x) = .F- I(!(< + i)), and yet it has very far-reaching 
applications, enabling us to unify and generalize many known results. 
As a first application (Section 3), we show that the probability that a free 
quantum-mechanical particle at time I lies in the set tA tends as t -+ fco to 
the probability that its velocity lies in A (the velocity probability is time 
independent). In other words, in the long run the position statistics for a free 
quantum-mechanical particle tend to the position statistics for a random 
classical particle whose velocity is distributed according to the velocity 
statistics of the quantum-mechanical particle. While this result is well known 
1 12, Vol. II. Theorem IX.3 I]. our proof is quite simple. It would be 
interesting to extend this result to solutions to the Schrodinger equation with 
a potential which is too strong for complete scattering (some work in this 
direction has been done by Enss [8 I). 
Next we consider solutions of the d’alembertian wave equation (for 
;tpl$ity take c= 1) with f;rnite energy, u(x, I) =-F’-‘(I<I-’ e”‘[lf,(r) + 
-“lfy. ({)) with f, E L . It was shown by Brodsky 141 and Lax and 
Phillips 1 IO] that asymptotically the total energy E(t) = f 1 (I u,(x, 1)1* + 
IV,u(x, t)l*) dx, which is time independent, divides equally into kinetic 
f .I’ I a,(,~, t)l* dx and potential i J !V,r~(.u, !)I’ dx parts. This equipartition 
theorem was recently further refined by Glassey and Strauss 191 who showed 
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that asymptotically the space-time gradient (u,, V,u) lies in the one- 
dimensional space spanned by (T 1x1, x) as t -, f co (more precisely, 
C?U xi au 
--yqr 2xi 
as t + TOO). We will show (in Section 4) that this is a simple consequence of 
the asymptotic conjugation relation. We can interpret this result to say that 
the wave asymptotically resembles an outgoing or incoming “ripple” 
f(ixl f I). Thus the “single ripple” in Roethke’s poem quoted above, which 
cannot accurately describe reality in the short run because of the failure of 
Huyghen’s principle in even dimensions, turns out to be a rather apt 
description over a longer time scale. 
For solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation with finite energy the exact 
analogy of the above theorem is false, but there is a weaker version, namely, 
the gradient asymptotically is localized to the one-dimensional space 
spanned by (-1, x). There is also a further asymptotic relation between u and 
its gradient that holds only for positive energy solutions, 
iu - m ’ \/m (2u/2t) as t + + co, while for negative energy solutions 
the same relation holds with a minus sign. 
Our last application (Section 5) is to symmetric first-order hyperbolic 
systems of partial differential equations which are both constant coefficient 
and homogeneous. Associated with such equations are bicharacteristic flows, 
and a celebrated theorem of Courant and Lax [ 61 asserts that all 
singularities of the solution propagate along the bicharacteristic flows (this 
result does not require the hypotheses that the equations have constant coef- 
ficients and be homogeneous). We will show for a large class of such 
equations, which we have dubbed wefl-rounded, that asymptotically all the 
energy is propagated along the bicharacteristic flows. This is the exact 
analogue of the wave equation theorem and it generalizes results of Costa 
and Strauss [ 51, and it is again a simple consequence of the asymptotic 
conjugation relation. It would be of interest to extend this result to the 
variable coefficient case; however the standard treatments of variable coef- 
ficient hyperbolic equations using Fourier integral operators (see 17 1) do not 
seem adequate because they are only accurate locally. 
2. THE ASYMPTOTIC CONJUGATION RELATION 
Let p(r) be a measurable real-valued function on R”. Then M(e”‘) is a 
group of unitary operators on Lz for t E IR. If gE L=(R”), then 
multiplication by g(x/t) is a bounded operator on L2 for t # 0. The 
asymptotic conjugation relation says that M(e’@) ’ g(x/f) M(ei”‘) converges 
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in the strong operator topology to M( g(Vp(<)) as t + co under very mild 
assumptions on p and g. To begin with we need only assume that p is 
differentiable a.e., and g is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform. This means Vp is 
defined a.e. and measurable, so g(Vp(<)) is a well-defined L= function. 
We can rewrite the asymptotic conjugation relation as 
II g(xlO WeifPlf- Wg(VP)) Wei’P)fl12 --) 0 as l-+03 
for ail fE L*. (*) 
It is clear by elementary functional analysis that if suffices to prove this for 
f in a dense subspace of L*, and also the class of functions g for which it 
holds is closed under uniform limits. We will make frequent use of these 
observations. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p: Rn -+ IV be dlgerentiable almost ecerywhere. Then 
[he asymptotic conjugation relation (*) holds for every g which is a uniform 
limit of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is quite simple. Suppose g were of the 
form eiX’* for some ,l E G”‘. Then eix’~l/‘M(ei’P)f== .F-‘(ei’““tN”~(~ + i/f)). 
If we let t + co, then 3(i‘(5 + 1/t) converges to 3(r) in L2 norm, and 
e ikdLtA.4 converges to elvdf).*eiw(l) at the points r where p is differentiable. 
Thus, at least formally, F7- ‘(e”p’6+~r~(~ + n/t)) converges to 
jr - l(ei~p(L)~.~eico(ll f(t)), and it only remains to verify that the convergence 
takes place in the Lz norm. More generally. if g is a Fourier-Stieltjes 
transform, g(x) = !’ eiX’* dp(l), for a finite measure p, it is merely a question 
of integrating both sides with respect to d,u(A). 
The technical details of the proof require the use of the dominated 
convergence theorem, and to facilitate this we assume first that ,D has 
bounded support and f(c) is continuous and has bounded support. These 
restrictions are easily removed by passing to the limit as indicated above. 
Under these assumptions there exists a function h(r) E L’ n Lz such that 
I& + Vf)I < 40 f or all 1 fI > 1 and all I in the support of p. Let H(t, r. i) = 
e”“’ ’ .“‘y(< + A/I) - ei’p’~)e”“‘p(J~(O. Then H(t, [. j.) + 0 as t --+ uc for every 
1 in the support of fi and for each < for which p is differentiable. Also 
\H(r. <. A)\ < 2h(<) for \ t\ > 1; so by the dominated convergence theorem 
I( H(t. <. A) dp(A) -+ 0 as t --) co for such points <. 
If we let F(f.5) =I H(I,<,A)~~(A). we have shown F(f.<)+O as t-r 30 
for almost every <. But 
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for 1 t\ > 1 so by the Lz dominated convergence theorem F(f, <) + 0 in L*. 
But in fact .7- ‘F(t, 0 = g(x/t) M(e”“)f - M( g(Vp)) M(e’@)f where g(x) = 
b ‘CC” &(A), since the 1 and r integrals may be interchanged by Fubini’s 
theorem. Thus (*) follows by the Plancherel theorem. Q.E.D. 
For many applications it is necessary to have the asymptotic conjugation 
relation hold for discontinuous functions g. Thus we need to extend the 
theorem to allow more general functions g, and this will require more 
assumptions on p. We first show that (*) holds for all g E L”O under rather 
stringent restrictions on p, which are not satisfied by all of the examples. Let 
11 denote the pull-back of Lebesgue measure via the function Vp, v(A) = 
I(<: VP(<) E A}1 where ) 1 denotes Lebesgue measure. We will assume v is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. This condition is 
satisfied by p(r) = c 1<12, but not by p(r) = l<l. for example. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume in addition that v is absolutely continuous with 
respect to Lebesgue measure. Then the asymptotic conjugation relation (*) 
holds for all g E L”-‘. 
Proof The idea of the proof is that (*) is preserved under limits slightly 
weaker than uniform in g. To simplify notation write u(t) = M(e”“)J If g, is 
a uniformly bounded sequence of measurable functions for which (*) is 
known to hold, and if g is lim,_, g, in some weak sense, we will estimate 
II g(.ult) u(t) - w k!(VP)) u(t)112 
< II &/t) u(t) - g,W) u(t)II* 
+ II gn(x/~) u(r) - WLT"(VP)) uO)ll, 
+ IIM( iL(VP)) 41) -M(dVP)) 4tIl2 
We need to show this can be made arbitrarily small by taking I tl large 
enough, in order to have (*) hold for g. We will do this as follows: given 
E > 0, choose n large enough such that the first and third terms are less than 
c/3 for all large I tl; then with n fixed use (*) for g, to conclude the second 
term is less than c/3 for It 1 large enough. 
Now the third term presents no real difliculty since 
II M(&(VP)) 4t)-Wg(VP)) @)ll, 
= IIt s,Pp(O) - g(VAt))) ei’““!?(O12 
= IIt g,(vP(o) - g(vP(mj‘K)ll* 
which is independent of t, and goes to zero as n --t 00 by the dominated 
convergence theorem as long as g,(Vp(r)) -g(Vp(r)) a.e. since g, is 
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uniformly bounded. But if we require g,(x) -g(x) a.e. we will have 
g,,(Vp(O) + g(Vp(<)) a.e. because u is absolutely continuous. 
The first term is more delicate and requires a new idea. Suppose h, is a 
uniformly bounded sequence of functions for which (*) holds, say h, are 
Fourier-Stieltjes transforms, and such that hk(x) --$ 0 a.e. Then hJVp(<)) + 0 
a.e.; so by (*) and the dominated convergence theorem, given any E > 0 
there exists k such that 11 hk(x/f) u(r)l12 <E for all sufficiently large f. Also, if 
D, is a measurable set and x,,, < h,, then Ilx&/l) n(l)((, < E for f large. 
Finally if g,, + g uniformly on the complement 0; of D,, then 
II( &/f) - &W~)) ell2 < II - g,W)) X,~,W 4~)II2 
+ I:(&/~) - g,W)) x,,W) 4f)ll,. 
By taking k large the first term is dominated by 2cc where c is a uniform 
bound for g,(x). and then by taking n large enough the second term can be 
dominated by E since g - g, is small on 0;. 
Altogether then, we have shown that the class of functions g for which (*) 
holds is closed under uniformly bounded limits which are uniform on a 
sequence of sets 0; such that there exist Fourier-Stieltjes transforms h, with 
x,,, < h, and h, --* 0 a.e. This allows us to deduce (*) if g = ,yA where A is a 
bounded measurable set. For by regularity of Lebesgue measure there exist 
compact sets Fk and open sets G, such that F, c A c G, and D, = G,\F, 
has Lebesgue measure less than I/k. We can also take G, bounded and 
decreasing and F;, increasing. Then there exist Fourier-Stieltjes transforms g, 
with support in G, and identically one on Fk. Notice that g, = g on 0; once 
n >, k so g, + g uniformly on 0;. Also D, are bounded open decreasing sets 
whose measure tends to zero, so there is no difficulty in finding Fourier- 
Stieltjes transforms h, with h, 2 x,,, and h, + 0 on the complement of fi D,. 
Thus (*) holds for g = x,~. 
Next assume A is an arbitrary measurable set. Then if g, denotes the 
characteristic function of A n (1x1 < n}, (* 1 holds for g, by the above, and 
g, -+x,, uniformly on the complement of D, = (1x1 > k}. It is easy enough to 
find Fourier-Stieltjes transforms h, which are one on D, and zero for 
~xl<k/2,soh,+Oandx,~<h,.Thus(*)holdsforg=x,. 
From this it follows that (*) holds for g simple. and simple functions are 
uniformly dense in f.“‘. Q.E.D. 
Even if r is not absolutely continuous, we can extend the asymptotic 
conjugation relation to functions g which are well behaved near the singular 
part of u. The following is probably not the best possible result, but it will do 
for the applications. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Lef v = v, + v, be the Lebesgue decomposition info fhe 
absolufely conrinuous and singular part with respecf fo Lebesgue measure. 
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Suppose the singular part v, has support in a bounded set S. Then the 
asymptotic conjugation relation (*) holds for any g E LW that is continuous 
in a neighborhood of S. 
ProoJ Write g = g, + g, where g, is continuous with compact support 
and g, has support bounded away from S. Then the proof of the previous 
corollary establishes (*) for g,, while the theorem gives (*) for g,. Q.E.D. 
We conclude this section with two consequences of the asymptotic 
conjugation relation concerning the asymptotic localization of the wave 
u(f) = M(eifP)f in space. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be any measurable set containing the range of Vp. 
Assume either v is absolutely continuous or that the singular part L’,~ has 
bounded support and A contains a neighborhood of rhe suppor! of v,. Then 
IIXA(XI~) u(t) - U(~)ll* + 0 as l+foO. 
ProoJ We choose g =xA in Corollary 2.2 or 2.3 (in this case g is 
continuous in a neighborhood of the support of vs). The theorem follows 
immediately from (*) since g(Vp(l)) = 1 a.e. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume VP(<) # 0 a.e. (this is the same as saying 
v,( (0)) = 0). Then if h(t) is any monotonically increasing function tending lo 
+co as t--+ +a~, we have 
Ilx~~~l~l~-‘l~l~I~l~~~l~l~I~l~~~~~-~~Oll2~~ as t-+fo~. 
Proof Choose a sequence of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms g, such that 
g,,(x)= 1 for n-‘<Ixl<n, g,(x)=0 for lxl<(2n)-’ or Ixl>2n, and 
0 <g,(x) ,< 1 everywhere. Then g,(Vp(r)) -+ 1 as n -+ 03 if VP(~) # 0, hence 
a.e., so M( g,(Vp)) u(f) + u(f) in L* norm as n + 00 uniformly in t by the 
dominated convergence theorem. 
Given any E > 0, choose n large enought that llM( g,(Vp)) u(t) - u(f)ll, Q c 
for all t. We then write 
x,u -u = (x,u - u)g,(x/O + fx,u - UN1 -g,w))~ 
where x,(x) =x(h(ltI)-’ 111 & 1x1 < h(ltl) ItI). Once 111 is large enough, 
x,(x) g,(x/t) = g,(x/t), so the first term vanishes. Thus 
IIx,u - uIl2 = II(x,u - UN1 -&?,W)Il* < 2 IIU -&W)ull2 
since x,(x) < 1. But by (*) I( g,(x/r)u - M( g,(Vp))ull, + 0 as t + +a~ so 
lim , .+ Jt llx,u - uI12 < 2~. Since E > 0 was arbitrary, this proves the result. 
Q.E.D. 
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3. THE FREE SCHR~DINGER EQUATION 
The equation au/al = icA,u, where c = h/2m, describes the time evolution 
of a free quantum-mechanical particle of mass m. The solutions are the 
waves 2.4 = M(e-‘C’l’2’ )f with f E L*, and it is convenient to normalize J to 
have llfl12 = 1. Then J, 1 u(x, f)[* dx is interpreted as the probability that the 
particle lies in the set A at time f. The probability that the velocity lies in A 
(this is independent of time for free particles) is given by 
a) ” .(‘, - A,ZC) If(r)l’ d<. Here we denote the dilation of a set A by the scalar 
i. as M = {ix: x E A 1. For an earlier proof of the following theorem see 1 12, 
Vol. II, Theorem 1X.3 1 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any solution u of the free Schriidinger equation and 
any measurable set A we have 
In other words, the probability that the particle lies in tA tends to the 
probability that the velocit?, lies in A. 
Proof: We apply Corollary 2.2 with p(r) = -c <I’, so VP(<) = -2c<, and 
g(x) = x,(x). The asymptotic conjugation relations says x,(x/t)24 - 
Mh,(--24))~ tends to zero in L* norm as I -+ *co. This implies I~x,~(x/f)u,li 
and IIM~A(-2~~))ull~ have the same limit. Now II~~(x/~)ull; = 
.(‘,A lu(x, [)I* dx. On the other hand 
II~(X,(-2c&lI: = (2~) “I, _ 4,2~, I.k)l’ d< 
I 
by the Plancherel formula. Q.E.D. 
4. THE WAVE EQUATION AND KLEIN-GORDON EQUATION 
Let u be a solution of the wave equation Z*u/dt* = A.,u with finite energy 
E(t) = f .i (I u,/ (x, t)l* t 1 Vr(x, t)l*) dr. Then u is a superposition of two 
waves, u = M(~I- ’ e”‘[‘)S, + M(ltl-’ e-“‘l’)f_ with f+ and f- in L*. The 
factor ItI-’ is relatively harmless and disappears when we consider &/at. 
The phase functions are p = illI and Vp = &</l<l. Thus the range of Vp is 
the unit sphere, and this is also the support of the singular measure v. 
We begin by showing that asymptotically all the energy is localized in 
space to the spherical shell s,(t) = (x: (1 - E) IfI < 1x1 < (1 + E) 111) for any 
fixed E > 0. This result is well known, being an immediate consequence of 
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Huyghens’ principle when n is odd, and can be thought of as a weak form of 
Huyghens’ principle since it asserts that asymptotically all the energy 
propagates at a speed between 1 - c and 1 + E. 
THEOREM 4.1. For any E > 0 and any solution u of the wave equation 
with finite total energJ9, the energy in the complement S,(t)’ of the spherical 
shell 
I 
i 
I, 
,s ,,,) (lu,(x, 01’ + IVAx, t)l*) dx 
tends to zero as t + f 00. 
Proof We apply Theorem 2.4 with A = ( 1 - E < 1.~1 < I t E} to the 
waves U, = iM(e”“‘)f+ - iM(e-“‘*‘)f_ and 
au 
- = 
axj 
-iM(e irlll) M (f-)f+ - iM(e-“I{‘) M (+!j-) f- . 
Note that M(i(~j/ltl))f, are also in L*. The conclusion 
Ilx,Wt) u, - 42 --+ 0 and 
/ I  
as t -+ f co of Theorem 2.4 gives the desired result. Q.E.D. 
Next we come to the theorem 191 that the energy vector grad u = (u,, ‘7,~) 
is asymptotically localized to the one-dimensional space spanned by 
(F Ix]. x). This may be loosely interpreted to mean that the wave u 
asymptotically resembles a simple ripple f(\xl f t), but we must refrain from 
reading too much into this statement. For instance, the ripple is radial, and 
while the contribution of all the tangential components of V,u to the energy 
tends to zero, it is not true that u can be approximated in energy norm by 
radial functions. 
THEOKEM 4.2. Ler u be a finile solution of Ihe wave equation. Then 
Proof We apply Corollary 2.3 with g(x) = xj/\xl to the wave u,. Note 
that g is continuous except at the origin, hence in a neighborhood of the 
support of vS. Also g is odd and homogeneous of degree zero so 
g(x/f) = g(x) if t > 0, g(x/t) = -g(x) if t < 0. Then 
g(x) u, = ig(x/t) M(e”‘*“J, - ig(x/t) M(e-“I” )f- for f>O 
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is asymptotic as f -3 +a3 to 
iM * M(e-‘lL’)f, + ihf (fj-) M(e i”l’)fm = - f& ( ) . , 
which proves the result for I + $03. A similar argument shows g(x) U, is 
asymptotic to +au/Sx, as I + -co since the only change is that now 
g(x) = -gW). Q.E.D. 
We can combine the two results to say that grad u is asymptotically 
localized both in space (to the shell S,(r)) and in direction (to the span of 
(T 1x1, x)). In particular, all the rotational derivatives 
x. au x/( au I---- 
I x I ax, 1x1 axi 
go to zero in L2 norm, as does the incoming or outgoing derivative 
au/al + &/o”r, while all the energy is concentrated in the c’u/c?r F h/i% 
derivative. 
We next examine the finite energy solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation 
c?‘u/c?~~ = d,u - m2u. These are again given as a superposition of waves 
u=u- +u-, where 
u, = M(exp(fif~XC~~12))M((m2 + Ir12)-“‘)Jk 
with f, E L2. The waves u, and I(- correspond to positive and negative 
energy solutions, respectively, and in this case their asymptotic behavior is 
not identical. The phase functions are p = f drn2 + It/‘, SO VP(~) = 
*r/\/M’ + I <I*. In this case the range of Vp is the unit ball (I (1 < I} and the 
measure v is absolutely continuous. The energy now involves u as well as its 
gradient, 
E(r) = f 1 (/u,(x. f)12 + IV,u(x, f)12 + m2 u(x. f)l’> dx. 
The localization given in Theorem 4.1 does not hold, but rather by applying 
Theorem 2.4 to the set A = {lx/ < I } we obtain lim, ,fm i .(‘,x,>I,l (Iu,I’ + 
IV,u12 + m2 lu I’) dr = 0. Of course Theorem 2.5 also applies; so by 
combining the two we find that the energy is asymptotically localized in 
space to the spherical shell {x: h(lfl)-’ If I ,< 1x1 < IfI}, where h(f) / +co as 
f -+ co. Actually the same method of proof yields a slightly sharper result: 
the spherical shells (x: e(If I) If I < 1x1 < (I - s(l !I)) 1 f I } will do, where 
e(f) = h(f) ‘. We can paraphrase this by saying that asymptotically all the 
energy propagates at speeds strictly between zero and one. This shows that 
the failure of Huyghen’s principle for the Klein-Gordon equation is of a 
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different order of magnitude from its failure for the wave equation in even 
space dimensions. These facts are also consequences of the O(f-“‘) decay 
valid for a dense class of solutions. 
The gradient of u can again be localized to a one-dimensional space, but 
now this space depends on I as well as x. Since the total energy involves u as 
well as its gradient, we expect also an asymptotic relation involving u and its 
gradient. Such a relation exists separately for the positive and negative 
energy solutions. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let u = u, + u _ be any finite energy solution of the 
Klein-Gordon equation. Then 
and 
Proof: We have 
g = iM(exp(i! &PTj@))f+ - iM(exp(-it dm))f. 
and 
?!I5 = iM(exp(if dm)) A4 
ZXj ( &&f- 
-iM(exp(-it Jm)) M 
( &&f-* 
To establish the first asymptotic relation we apply Corollary 2.2 with 
g(u) = xjx(Ixl< I ) to the wave au/&. Then 
and M(g(Vp))$= -&. 
J 
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To establish the second and third asymptotic relation we use 
g(x) = ( 1 lm h/m* x(1x I < 1). Then 
and 
n 
=M((m’+ j#-1i2)$$= i-k,. Q.E.D. 
In particular, we observe that the rotational derivatives 
x. 2u Xk 2u /----- 
/XI 2Xk lx] 2xj 
still tend to zero. Notice, too, that the one-dimensional space to which grad u 
is localized at the point (x, t) is spanned by the gradient of a ripple 
f(lxl r At) travelling at speed ,I = Ixl/ltl, 0,<1< 1. 
5. HOMOGENEOUS SYMMETRIC HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS 
Let U(X, t) denote now a function taking values in Cm. A homogeneous, 
constant coefficient, first-order symmetric hyperbolic system of partial 
differential equations is a system of the form 
i = I,..., m, 
where the coefftcients Aijk are Hermitian symmetric in i and j. If we let 
A(2/2x) denote the m x m Hermitean symmetric matrix whose entries are 
then we can abbreviate the system in vector notation au/at = A(2/2x)u. 
We are interested in Lz solutions, meaning .i / U(X, r)j2 dx is finite (in fact 
independent of I). Such solutions are easily obtained by Fourier analysis and 
have the form u = M(e ““(l))f for fE L’, where A(c)ij = xi-, Aijkrk and 
e -i’A([) is the unitary m x m matrix defined by spectral theory. 
Now we will add some hypotheses to simplify the description of em i’A’f’. 
We assume n > 1, the non-zero eigenvlues of A(C) for r # 0 have constant 
multiplicities, and the eigenvalue zero has constant multiplicity m,. Let us 
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write the non-zero real eigenvalues p,(r),..., p,,(r), with multiplicities 
m, ,..., m, (so m=m,+m,+ . . . + m,,), where each p,(t) is a C”O function 
for < # 0, homogeneous of degree 1. We let P,(r) denote the m X m 
orthogonal projection matrix onto the m,-dimensional eigenspace associated 
with pj(Q and similarly we define PO(<). Then the entries of these matrices 
are Ca’ functions of l, for < # 0, and are homogeneous of degree zero. 
We then have 
,-irA(f) = p,(t) + $J e - iwpj(~) 
j= I 
and so u=u,,+u, +..a + u,,, where r+ = M(P,)f and U, = M(e-‘@I) M(P,)J 
The time-independent solution u0 is usually “extraneous” and is ignored or 
factored out in applications. The terms uj are waves with phase function p,. 
In order to obtain the analogues of Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 we need to make 
one additional assumption: the Hessian matrix of second derivatives of each 
pj has rank n - 1 for each r# 0. Note that n - 1 is the maximal rank 
possible because the homogeneity 1 implies 
<. r, a2Pj ~ = 0. 
i -1 ’ Xi atk 
This can be thought of as a curvature hypothesis, since it is equivalent to the 
statement that the hyperface {r: p(t) = 1 } has everywhere positive curvature. 
This hypothesis appears often in the literature (for instance [2, 3, 7, 11 I), but 
it does not appear to have a name. We propose to call systems which satisfy 
this hypothesis well-rounded. The significance of the condition is indicated 
by the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let p(r) be homogeneous of degree 1 and C”O for 
< # 0. Then the Hessian of p has rank n - 1 for all 5 # 0 if and only $ the 
mapping Vp(<)/(Vp(<)( restricted to the sphere S”-’ is a difSeomorphism onto 
S-‘. 
ProoJ The fact that p is homogeneous of degree 1 means 
so Vp never vanishes. Thus VP/~ Vpl is a well-defined smooth mapping of 
Y-’ to s-‘. Since the radial derivatives is always positive or negative, the 
mapping Vp/(Vp( is homotopic to f identity (just phase out the non-radial 
components). It follows from topological considerations that the mapping is 
always onto, and it is a diffeomorphism if and only if it is locally a 
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diffeomorphism. The condition for the mapping to be locally a 
diffeomorphism is that the differential be invertible. Since Vp/lVp, is 
homogeneous of degree zero when regarded as a mapping of R”\(O} to 
R”\{O), the condition is equivalent to: the rank of 
equals n - 1 at every point r# 0. This is almost what we want, except for 
the factor 1 Vp) in the denominator. However, we know that Vp is not perpen- 
dicular to r, and both @/a<, and (~p/~~,)/~Vp~ have zero derivative in the l- 
direction, so the ranks of both 22p/25k2<, and 
2 2PlXk -- 
2tj ( 1 IVPl 
are equal to the rank of the restriction to the subspace (VP)-. But if 
rl E (VP)-, then 
hence the factor IVp 1 does not enter into the computation of the rank of the 
matrix. Q.E.D. 
In view of the proposition we may define r,: S”- ’ + S”- ’ to be the inverse 
of the mapping Vpj/lVp,J, and then extend r, to lR”\{O} to be homogeneous 
of degree zero. Thus Vp,(rj(x)) points in the direction x. Fix E > 0 and define 
Aj = (x:x - Vp,(r,(x))l < E). Note that A, contains a neighborhood of the 
range of Vp, because if x = VP,(~), then Vp,(r)/JVp,(C)I =x/lx1 so 
r,(x) = t/l Cl and x = VP,@,(X)) h cause Vp, is homogeneous of degree zero. 
By taking E small enough we can assure that A, is disjoint from the origin, so 
it is a “shell.” The following result generalizes work of Bardos and Costa 
11 I* 
THEOREM 5.2. If u is any L2 solution of a well-rounded system, then 
II (I X x r- vPjtrj(x))I <E)UjMuj(Iz+o 
as t + ia3 for j= l,...,p. 
Proof We apply Theorem 2.4 to the waves uj = M(e-““1) M(P,)J Q.E.D. 
Theorem 5.2 can also be established by an integration by parts argument 
similar to the basic estimates concerning wave-front sets of Fourier integral 
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operators [ 7, p. 441. However, the integration by parts argument is very 
delicate and the above proof is considerably simpler. 
Next we consider the asymptotic localization of the waves uj in the range 
variables (both Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 reduce exactly to Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 
when the wave equation is considered as a symmetric hyperbolic system in 
terms of grad u and the extraneous solutions are ignored). 
THEOREM 5.3. If u is any L’ solution of a well-rounded system, then 
~~~~-P,(r,(~x))u,~~~+Oas t+fm,forj= 1,2 ,..., p. 
Proof: We apply Corollary 2.3 to the waves uj = M(e-“Pj) M(P,)f and 
g(x) = Pj(rj(-x)). Note that g is homogeneous of degree zero so it is 
continuous except at the origin while the range of Vp, has positive distance 
to the origin. Also g is bounded so the corollary applies. Since g is 
homogeneous of degree zero, we have g(x/t) = g(x) for t > 0. Thus the 
asymptotic conjugation relation says 11 g(x) uj - M( g(-VP,(<)) u,llZ + 0 as 
t-++co. But &T(-vPj(t)) = pj(rj(vPj(t))) and Pj(rj<VPj(t>>) = 
P,(r,(Vp,(r)/lVp,(QI)) = P,(r) by the homogeneity and the definition of rj. 
Thus the asymptotic conjugation relation says 
II M(Pj(0) uj - pj(rj(-X)) ujllz + O 
as t + +co. But P,(r) are projection matrices, so Pi(r) P,(t) = P,(C) and so 
M(P,(<)) uj = u,. This establishes the asymptotic relation for uj as t + +co. 
To get the result for t + -co we observe that g(x/t) = P,(r,(x)) for t < 0 so 
the asymptotic conjugation relation says 
II Pj(rj(X)) uj - M( UPj(G) Uj II* + 0 
as t + -co, and the rest of the proof is the same. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In a number of important examples the eigenvalues p,(e) occur 
in f pairs. Changing notation slightly we can write the eigenvalues as *p,(t) 
with p,(r) positive. If P,(r) denotes the projection onto the eigenspace with 
eigenvalue +p,(t), then the relation ,4(-c) = -A(t) implies that P/(-r) is the 
projection onto the eigenspace with eigenvalue -pi(t). In this case we can 
write the solution u = u,, + u, + . . . + u,,, where u, = u,’ + u,- and u,* = 
We t”p~ M P,(*r))f for j> 1. Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 then remain true as 1 ( 
stated with these changes of notation. 
Finally we discuss the relationship between these results and the theory of 
bicharacteristics. The characteristic polynomial of the system is 
det(rl - A(<)) = rmo x7=, (r - p,(<))““. Ignoring the extraneous part r”‘O, the 
characteristics form p cones (pi(r), r) in IF?“+’ as < varies in R”\{O}. 
Corresponding to each point (p,(c), 0 of the characteristic cones-or more 
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precisely each ray, since replacing r by a positive multiple does not have any 
effect-there is a family of bicharacteristic flows through space-time 
(because the equations are constant coefficient there is no change in the 
cotangent space) of the form (x(s), r(s)) = (x,, + sVp,(<), I, + s). This flow 
describes the propagation of singularities of the Fourier integral operator 
M(e-““). If we start the flow at the origin x,, = 0, I, = 0, then after time t 
elapses it will move to (tVpj(<), t). If we set r = rj(x) this becomes 
(tVpj(r,(x)), t), so the image in space of the origin under all the bicharac- 
teristic flows associated with pi after time t elapses is exactly the set 
{x: x - fVp,(r,(x)) = 0). Thus Theorem 5.2 says that asymptotically all of u,, 
lies in a shell made by slightly thickening this set. The thickening is 
obviously necessary because when t = 0 not all of uj is localized at the 
origin. Nevertheless most of U, lies in a bounded set, and in the asymptotic 
limit the displacement from the origin can be absorbed in the thickening. 
Clearly Theorem 5.2 could be improved to allow the shell to thicken at a 
slower rate. 
Note that Theorem 5.2 and the above discussion applies to any wave of 
the form M(e-““J)f. But since we are dealing with only the waves 
M(e i’pj) M(Pj)f we can say more. To each ray (pi(<), 0 of the characteristic 
cones we can associate the range of the projection Pj(r) (this is the span of 
the eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalue pi(<)). Theorem 5.3 says 
uj(x, t) asymptotically lies in the subspace associated with the characteristic 
ray corresponding to the bicharacteristic flow that takes the origin to x in 
time f. In this sense we may say that asymptotically uj propagates along the 
bicharacteristic flows. 
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